
3x6m Popup Gazebo Party Tent Marquee

Out of Stock: $684.95

From BARILOCHE outdoors - This easy pop-up Water, Wind, & UV

resistant 3x6 meter Gazebo / Marquee with heavy duty frame is perfect

for outdoor entertaining.

Easy Setup - This E-Z popup free standing gazebo is easy to erect, you

can have this one ready in just a few minutes with minimal effort required!

Folding it away again is just as quick and easy!

Fabrics - All fabrics in this versatile model are water resistant polyester

construction, so you & your guests can enjoy yourselves no matter what

the weather is like!

Protection - The roof & side wall cloth is a heavy duty weave. We have

had the manufacturer further add water resistant PVC-coating to make it

water resistant, wind resistant & with 99% UV block - protect against the

elements.

Heavy Duty - Beware of cheap & nasty gazebo's out there - our gazebo is

a solid heavy duty construction with total weight including roof and sides

at around 39kg.

Perfect for Outdoor Picnics & Backyard BBQ's - keep it on stand-by in

case the weather turns bad & set it up in a flash. No need to keep

planning ahead for your next outdoor event.

Also ideal for - Street & Flea Markets, Sporting Events, Camping & Beach

Outings, Corporate Events, School Events, Fairs & Festivals, Street

Vendors, Parties, Weddings, Special Occasions ....

 

Gazebo Features:Gazebo Features:

Gazebo Size: 3 x 6 Meters
Simple pop-up design - No frame assembly required
Unique quick & easy pop-up setup - canopy just folds and unfolds
with ease
Height adjustable vertical poles - locks the desired height into place
Unit cloths are 99% UV, Water and Wind resistant - protect against
the elements.
Top Roof Canopy: 1 piece cover (High-density 600D oxford cloth
with PVC-coating)
Sidewalls:3pc (210D heavy duty cloth with PVC-coating), attach
through zippers for EXTRA protection (2 side walls and 1 backwall)
Each Sidewall covers a 2x3m area and the backwall covers 2 x 6m
Overall height: (3 Meters) Wall Height: (2 Meters)
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Assembled Dimensions: 300 x 600 x 300cm.

Heavy Duty Frame Construction:Heavy Duty Frame Construction:

Main unit is heavy duty foldable gazebo skeletal frame construction
Lateral mid position frame crossbeams prevent the sides bowing in
windy conditions
The folding frame snap-locks in place with a button lock-release at
each corner.
Telescopic 2-piece square cross-section legs - unlock and slide
down at the press of a button

Package Inclusions:Package Inclusions:

3 x 6m easy pop up gazebo skeletal frame structure
600D Canopy and 4 x 210D Sidewalls
Assembly instructional guide

Attributes:Attributes:

Size: 3x6m
Colour: White
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